Options for veterinary drug analysis using mass spectrometry.
Several classes of chemical compounds, exhibiting many different chemical properties, are classified under the generic term of "veterinary drugs", among which are the antimicrobial medicines such as antibiotics or dyes, and drugs exhibiting growth promoting properties like steroids, beta-agonist compounds, thyrostats or growth hormones. For food safety purposes, the resort to these substances in animal breeding has been submitted to strict regulation within the European Union for more than 15 years. Systems of control have therefore been set up within the same period of time to ensure compliance with the regulation. The current strategy relies on targeted analytical approaches focusing on the detection of residues of the administered compounds or their metabolites in different kinds of feed, food or biological matrices. If screening methods, which provide rapid discrimination between compliant and suspect samples, may be based on several techniques such as immunoassays or mass spectrometry, confirmatory methods mainly rely on the latter, which provides adequate specificity and sensitivity for unambiguous identification of the target analytes in biological matrices at trace level. The present article reviews the main mass spectrometric strategies, from the very first, nonetheless still efficient, single MS and multidimensional and high-resolution MS through to advanced isotope ratio MS. Several applications in the field of residue analysis illustrate each of these approaches and focus on the balance between issues related to the compounds of interest (chemistry, matrix, concentration, ...) and the large offer of mass spectrometric-related technical possibilities, from the choice of the ionization conditions (EI, NCI, PCI, reagent gases, ESI+, ESI-), to the mass analyzers (single quadrupole, triple quadrupole, ion traps, time-of-flight, magnetic sectors, isotope ratio mass spectrometer) and corresponding acquisition modes (full scan, LR-SIM, HR-SIM, SRM, precursor scan, ...). All the displayed strategies, from the importance of sample preparation to MS analysis to potential derivatization steps and chromatographic separation parameters are discussed in that context. Besides the advantages of each strategy, main issues associated to such MS approaches are commented with an emphasis not only on such critical points as ion suppression and resolution, but also on the adequacy of the current regulation regarding the evolution of the technology. Finally, future trends which may lead to strong and positive impacts in the field of residue analysis are presented, including latest developments and improvements in chromatography or software dedicated to signal acquisition and data analysis.